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orchestration issues are only interesting to a certain point after all. You still have to have 
something there that’s musically interesting. 
 
Fortunately, while searching the internet for anything that could help stimulate creativity, 
I found myself staring at The Great Wave Off Kanagawa and a few clicks later, at the 
Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji. 
 
Seeing these woodcuts again reminded me of the idea of a background motive as the 
central feature of the series. After some quick experiments, I decided to create a similar 
piece—variations on a single background idea that occurs while the foreground is 
constantly changing and revealing new perspectives. I quickly realized that it was much 
harder to do this than I had thought. 
 
After several complete restarts, I arrived at the finished piece. Following a short intro-
duction, the clarinet introduces the background idea in measures 13–20 that forms a 
jagged “ascent” up the register. This background idea and it’s transformation into a de-
scending motive become the basis of the rest of the piece: sometimes it’s overt and in the 
foreground, sometimes it’s hidden in the background harmony, sometimes it’s reduced 
or elaborated to the point that it nearly disappears while other motives swirl around it 
like the clouds around Hokusai’s Fuji. The mountain is always present, but the way in 
which you view it is constantly changing and evolving as your focus shifts between the 
foreground and background. 

Jenni Brandon (b. 1977): Shades of Violet (2017)
Jenni Brandon writes: The title for Shades of Violet came about during a phone call with 
Elizabeth Crawford, clarinet and Katrin Meidell, viola. We were discussing this new 
work and their namesake of “Violet” and the phrase “shades of violet” was mentioned. 
I loved this phrase and knew it would inspire the work, plus pay homage to this new 
ensemble’s namesake!

The Music
Dominic Dousa (b. 1973): Spring Forth in Joy (2018) 
Composed for clarinetist Elizabeth Crawford and violist Katrin Meidell, Spring Forth 
in Joy abounds in ebullient energy. Its character reflects some of the varied dimensions 
of joyous contentment, from a sense of sparkling delight in simple pleasures to a calmer, 
more thoughtful reflection on the true, good, and beautiful. 

Benjamin Fuhrman (b. 1982): Study after Hokusai (2017)
Writes Fuhrman: When I was an undergrad, I had a poster of The Great Wave Off 
Kanagawa on my dorm room wall. I remember being intrigued by Hokusai’s use of 
balance, perspective, color, and the use of similar shapes that functioned almost like a 
musical motive. When I discovered that it was actually the rest in a sequence of thirty-
six woodcuts, I was further intrigued: especially by how Hokusai used the central idea 
of Mount Fuji as a background motive to the series. The mountain’s presence serves 
as a unifying device throughout wildly varied scenes, similar to the use of motives and 
harmonic progressions I had studied as a musician. 
 
Several years later, I was approached by Violet to write a piece for clarinet and viola. 
I began by thinking about the similarities of the instrument’s ranges, and the ways in 
which they could blend and play off of each other’s timbres to create subtle differences. 
But I was having trouble coming up with an overarching idea for the piece. Blending and 
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material by dividing the collective range of the two instruments into non-overlapping 
perfect fifths and then filled in those intervals with diatonic whole- and half-step pat-
terns: Phrygian (H–W–W–W), minor (W–H–W–W), major (W–W–H–W), and 
Lydian (W–W–W–H). 
 
The third movement finds its inspiration in Western swing music of the 1940s, although 
the source materials are significantly transformed. The clarinet and the viola (“fiddle”) 
each take a solo during the movement, surrounded by rhythmically complex music 
featuring syncopated and swung rhythms. The pitch material is similar to that of the 
previous movement: here I divide the collective range of the two instruments into  
non-overlapping segments of varying sizes (C3–C4, C4–F4, F4–D5, etc.) and fill in  
the intervals with (mostly) diatonic scales. The pitch space for the second and third 
movements is locally diatonic, but globally atonal. 

Thomas Gyllin (b. 1968): Tranquil Awakening (2017)
Tranquil Awakening is a kind of dialogue between the clarinet and viola with alternating 
motives between the voices. The music is composed as one piece but clearly has the form 
of two parts or movements. Each movement is of the form ABA’.
 
The first movement is slow and tranquil, but also has a moving pace with the energy  
of something trying to break out, trying to wake up. Inspiration is taken from the winter 
slowly fading into spring. Much care has been taken to create atmosphere, by taking 
advantage of the timbre generated by the two instruments blended together. 
 
The second movement (allegro) is fast and light in character with a more fixed tempo, 
but expressive in its melodies. This movement represents the actual awakening, the 
spring, with both joyfulness and anxiety. The instruments are switching roles between 
melody and accompaniment, which keeps the dialogue ongoing.

When I started to research the color violet I found many interesting facts about this 
color. It is a “true” color in that it has its own set of wavelengths on the spectrum of 
visible light—between blue and invisible ultraviolet. It also has a lot of other meanings 
throughout history, encompassing spiritually, emotions of love and passion, and physical 
manifestations of the color. I wanted to portray these “shades of violet” not just from 
the color spectrum, but what it has meant to people symbolically. I made a list of what I 
found when I researched this color, and many of these words or phrases that inspired  
me during the creation of this work appear as descriptions of sections in the score:  
Meditation, Inspiration, Imagination, Passionate, Union of Body and Soul, Original,  
Unconditional love, Mental balance and stability, Delicate, Crown Chakra, Dignity,  
Compassion, Vain, Extravagance, Flighty.

In some ways this work is a love story—two instruments seeking passion, inspiration, 
union, unconditional love. We reach this union toward the end of the piece, represented 
through the higher registers of both instruments—a push and pull of harmonies and 
shades of violet that I think represent the complexities of what the color Violet represents.

Eleanor Trawick (b. 1965): Borderland (2017) 
Eleanor Trawick writes: I composed Borderland for the duo Violet, which comprises 
my esteemed colleagues Elizabeth Crawford and Katrin Meidell. The first movement 
introduces motives that will be developed in the subsequent ones. It alternates between 
low-register, soft, and slower material, and material that is in the high register, louder, 
and quicker. At the start, the contrast between the sections is extreme, but as the  
movement progresses the music appears to find a compromise between those extremes. 
 
The middle and final movements explore the interface—the borderland—between 
different sorts of music. The lyrical second movement reflects in a distorted way some 
of the sounds and techniques of 16th-century sacred counterpoint. I derived the pitch 
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The Performers
Violet
Inspired by the luscious Prelude, Allegro, and Pastorale (1941) by Rebecca Clarke, and  
the near lack of repertoire for clarinet and viola alone, Violet committed itself to  
expanding the literature for this sorely under-represented genre of classical chamber 
music. Since its inception in 2015, Violet’s efforts have cascaded to produce upwards 
of 100 new compositions for the ensemble. By producing recordings and making these 
contemporary works accessible to others, Violet is quickly becoming the go-to source  
for duos of this unique instrumental combination. To learn more about Violet and to 
listen to performances, please visit www.duetviolet.com.

Clarinetist Elizabeth Crawford is Professor of Music at Ball 
State University. A native of Louisville, Kentucky, she holds 
degrees from Furman University, magna cum laude, and the 
University of Michigan School of Music. She earned her doc-
torate at the Florida State University College of Music, where 
her doctoral treatise “The Chalumeau in Eighteenth-Century 
Vienna: Works for Soprano and Soprano Chalumeau,” inves-

tigated the rare music of the primarily Italian court musicians working in the Habsburg 
empire. Prior to her tenure at Ball State, Elizabeth was a long-time member of the 
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra where, in addition to performing with the orchestra, 
she was an active chamber musician and teacher. While living in London from 2002-
2005, she performed extensively with virtually all of the major orchestras in the United 
Kingdom and recorded at the BBC, Abbey Road, Angel, and Olympic studios. 

In 1995, her performance at the International Clarinet Association’s conference was 
included on a “Highlights from ClarinetFest ’95” CD, one of only a few performances 

Daniel Swilley (b. 1980): Aurai (2017)
In Greek mythology the aurai are the “winged nymphs of breezes.” Their various 
characteristics are derived from their origins as daughters of one of the four wind gods: 
Boreas, god of the north wind / bringer of winter; Eurus, god of the east wind / bringer 
of warmth and rain; Notus, god of the south wind / bringer of storms; and Zephyrus, 
god of the west wind / bringer of spring. 
 
Aurai is part of the composer’s ongoing work in algorithmic composition. Specifically,  
Aurai made use of sonification, algorithmic manipulation of pitch and rhythm sets,  
as well as various interactive processes for live editing and steering of the algorithms.  
This work was composed with the use of Common Music / GRACE and Max. 

Zack Browning (b. 1953): Double Star Destiny (2017)
Double Star Destiny is inspired and guided by the application of feng shui and astrology 
to the birth dates of Elizabeth (which is also the birth and death date of William  
Shakespeare under the control of the planet Venus) and to the birth date of Katrin 
(which is also the birth date of Jimi Hendrix, 2017 being the 75th anniversary of his 
birth date and under the control of Jupiter). Through this process six themes are  
generated including Elizabeth’s Essay, Katrin’s Karma, Hendrix’s House, Shakespeare’s 
Soul, Jupiter Jam, and Venus Voices. A variety of emotional episodes are employed to 
engage the listener in an exciting encounter with the double star, in this case produced  
by the chance line-of-sight-alignment of Venus and Jupiter.
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Violist Katrin Meidell, DMA, enjoys a prolific career as 
a performer, pedagogue, and lecturer. Her diverse abilities 
have taken her across the USA; to Canada, Finland, Austria, 
Poland, Brazil, The Netherlands, and New Zealand. A strong 
proponent of new music, she consistently premieres works 
commissioned by and written for her. In addition to frequent 
solo and orchestral engagements, she performs chamber music 

on a regular basis, often with Violet (www.duetviolet.com), of which she is a founding 
member with Dr. Elizabeth Crawford, clarinet. In the orchestral setting, she has per-
formed with the Indianapolis and Fort Worth Symphonies, the Fort Wayne and Boston 
Philharmonics, and freelance orchestras throughout Indiana, Texas, and Oklahoma.

In addition to regularly blogging about her musical life at www.katrinmeidell.com, 
Meidell has been published in the Journal of the American Viola Society, and now serves  
as a proud Board Member for the organization.

She is a Karen Tuttle Coordination pedagogue, with her most recent master class 
engagements at the International Viola Congress (The Netherlands) and the Poznań 
International Viola Forum (Poland), Boston University, the University of North Texas, 
West Virginia University, Illinois State University, University of Tennessee, and the 
University of Northern Colorado.

She worked for six years in a Harvard neuroscience lab, studying the brains of musicians. 
More recently, she focused on Music and Medicine, a field in which she has worked 
towards finding a comprehensive answer to why string players are prone to injury. She 
regularly presents these findings and other pedagogical sessions at regional, national, and 
international conferences. 

selected from the conference. She remains an active performer at ICA conferences and 
has held positions as the organization’s Advertising Coordinator and coordinator of  
the High School Solo Competition. She has performed and taught at festivals and  
universities throughout the world including Poland, New Zealand, Italy, Spain, and 
South Africa. Notable conference performances include those at the International  
Double Reed Society, National Flute Association, European Clarinet Association,  
College Music Society, International Viola Congress, American Viola Society, and the  
Clarimania Festival in Wrocław, Poland. An avid proponent of music for E-flat clarinet, 
Elizabeth has commissioned music for the instrument by composers Lori Ardovino, 
Jenni Brandon, and Scott McAllister. In addition, she has transcribed the five works by 
19th century Italian composer Giuseppe Cappelli for E-flat clarinet and piano, available 
on the Potenza label. A CD of American music for E-flat clarinet, Instant Winners, was 
released in October 2018 on the Albany Records label. It is the first recording of its kind 
by an American.

Her editions of Cappelli’s four works for B-flat clarinet and piano are available from 
BRS Music in Indianapolis. In addition to her interest in new music for E-flat clarinet, 
Elizabeth is a founding member of Violet, her duo with violist Katrin Meidell. Together 
they have commissioned over 130 new works for the ensemble, greatly adding to the 
repertoire of this underserved combination. Information about Violet can be found at 
https://www.duetviolet.com.
 
Elizabeth is a registered yoga teacher and also enjoys playing Bridge, cycling, hiking in 
America’s national parks, and playing with her cats Roxie and Greenway.
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Meidell holds degrees from Boston University, New England Conservatory, and the 
University of North Texas, where her viola teachers were Michelle LaCourse, Carol 
Rodland, and Dr. Susan Dubois. Before switching from violin to viola, she studied with 
Geda Khatutskaya and Dana Mazurkevich. Dr. Meidell taught at Ball State University 
from 2013-2018, and is delighted to have joined the faculty of the Schwob School of 
Music, Columbus State University, in Fall 2018.

When not working, she enjoys outdoor activities and amigurumi knitting. For more 
information, please visit www.katrinmeidell.com.
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Katrin Meidell, viola

  World Premiere Recordings 

  Dominic Dousa
 1 Spring Forth in Joy  [8:21]

  Benjamin Fuhrman
 2 Study After Hokusai [11:17]

  Jenni Brandon
 3 Shades of Violet  [10:27]

  Eleanor Trawick
  Borderland
 4 q  = 54 [3:33]
 5 Moderato [2:31]
 6 e = ca. 135 [3:29]

  Thomas Gyllin
 7 Tranquil Awakening [6:41]

  Daniel Swilley
  Aurai
 8 Boreas [3:17]
 9 Eurus [4:11]
 10 Notus [2:31]
 11 Zephyrus [3:01]

  Zack Browning
 12 Double Star Destiny [9:27]

  Total Time = 68:46 
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